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Good Morning!
 
We will have trading pins available to purchase at the state meeting at NLC. Pre-orders are not
available this year as I am leaving tomorrow for Collegiate DECA ICDC and High School DECA ICDC
will not return until a few days prior to leaving for NLC. I will not be able to process a credit card
onsite in Chicago, but we can allow schools to pay via credit card for bulk orders by invoicing them
through Rose. Individual students and teachers will not be able to pay via credit card.
 
Pins will be sold first come first serve at the state meeting. Nothing will be held back prior, so there is
no point in emailing in requests.
 
What to expect:
 


2023-2024 (orange/yellow Oklahoma shape with dangle) pins:  $3.00 each
2022-2023 (red/teal Oklahoma shape with dangle) pins:  $2.00 each
2021-2022 (circle with bison) pins:  $1 each
2020-2021 (arrowhead) pins:  $1 each
2019-2020 (green capitol building) pins:  2 for $1


 
Extra OK NLC long sleeve t-shirts:  $25


 
Extra OK NLC Hats:  $15


 
Extra OK BPA Light Up Items:  $2


 
 
You will receive a few more updates from me prior to NLC, but for now check out the NLC guide and
website for updates from National BPA. Be sure all of your outstanding invoices are paid before
going to Chicago so you do not have to stand in the finance line at NLC registration (it is usually long,
slow, and not very fun).
 
Thank you!
 
 
Paxton Cavin
Oklahoma BPA State Advisor 
Oklahoma DECA Chartered Association Advisor
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